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#mathscpdchat 12 October 2021 

 

How are you building on the previous learning of your Y7 pupils? 

Hosted by Alison Hopper 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

The links shared during this discussion were:  

 

Checkpoints which are Year 7 diagnostic maths activities from the NCETM designed to help 

teachers assess understanding and lay foundations for KS3. Suggested ways to address ‘gaps’ 

that teachers see when pupils engage in the activities are provided with the activities. It was 

shared by Gaynor Bahan 

 

https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/checkpoints/
https://twitter.com/GaynorBahan
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Mastery Materials which are NCETM materials created by classroom-based teachers within the 

Maths Hubs Network. They provide professional development and guidance to help teachers 

develop a mastery approach to learning and teaching mathematics in primary and secondary 

schools. Each component set of materials addresses one of Primary Mastery Professional 

Development, Secondary Mastery Professional Development, Primary Assessment, Secondary 

Assessment, Secondary Subject Knowledge Audit, Primary Calculation Guidance, Marking 

Guidance, Primary ITE, and Secondary ITE. It was shared by Alison Hopper 

 

EEF blogs which are Education Endowment Foundation blog articles by various authors. They 

address many different subjects and issues in education. For example a blog post by Simon Cox 

is about Integrating evidence into mathematics teaching – Making use of manipulatives. It was 

shared by Alison Hopper 

 

Representations in our primary video lessons which is an NCETM article about mathematical 

structure, manipulatives and myth-busting. The first myth to be busted is that manipulatives and 

pictures are only for younger children and low prior-attainers. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Navigating the mathematics curriculum in England from Year 7 to GCSE which is an article by 

Dave Bowman in Impact (the journal of the Chartered College of Teaching). The author 

discusses continuity of mathematics learning through stages. It was shared by Dave Bowman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show two conversations 

indicating that students have made promising, and therefore pleasing, starts in Y7 maths 

lessons. Click on any of these screenshots-of-a-tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

These two conversations were both generated by this tweet from Alison Hopper: 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-materials/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-materials/primary-mastery-professional-development/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-materials/primary-mastery-professional-development/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-materials/secondary-mastery-professional-development/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/assessment-materials-primary/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/assessment-materials-secondary/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/assessment-materials-secondary/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/secondary-subject-knowledge-audit/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/primary-calculation-guidance/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/marking-guidance/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/marking-guidance/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/primary-ite-professional-development-materials/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/secondary-ite-professional-development-materials/
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/blog
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/eef-blog-integrating-evidence-into-mathematics-teaching-manipulatives
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/features/representations-in-our-primary-video-lessons/
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://impact.chartered.college/article/navigating-the-mathematics-curriculum-england-year-7-to-gcse/
https://twitter.com/Maths4ukplc
https://twitter.com/Maths4ukplc
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
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and included these from Catherine Edwards and Alison Hopper: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447985516222296066
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447986311021932548
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447986626362286082
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447988987872878608
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447990006593773578
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447986714765676553
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447987016952602625
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and these from Gemma Scott, Alison Hopper and Ruby Judge: 

 

 

 

 

The next three sequences of screenshots show three conversations about the mathematics on 

which teachers and students have focused during the first half term of students’ Year 7. 

Frequently in #mathsCPDchats more than one separate conversation is generated by a single 

tweet (particularly when that tweet is from the host), and because that happened here, one of 

Alison’s tweets is repeated. Again, click on any of these screenshots-of-a-tweet to go to that 

actual tweet on Twitter. The conversations were generated by this tweet from Alison Hopper: 

 

and included these from Lee Overy, Alison Hopper, Alice Ward-Gow and Gaynor Bahan: 

 

https://twitter.com/DirectorMaths
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/RubyJudge
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/GaynorBahan
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447988109338087425
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447988439106965512
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447988678660341774
https://twitter.com/DirectorMaths/status/1447986423001489410
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447986870558863361
https://twitter.com/RubyJudge/status/1447986846047289353
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447987218392535044
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447987487138275333
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447988464209772553
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https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447988723673669634
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447989451922284545
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1447988573383372802
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447989435275034630
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1447989787491713032
https://twitter.com/GaynorBahan/status/1447990676411592710
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these from Catherine Edwards, Alison Hopper, Ruby Judge, Lee Overy, Alice Ward-Gow and 

MathsWithMsB: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/RubyJudge
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/MathsWithMsB
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447989454464077826
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447989819875921933
https://twitter.com/RubyJudge/status/1447991535459504131
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447993400603643904
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447993942822334466
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447995594576965642
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1447994936134078467
https://twitter.com/MathsWithMsB/status/1448027121851539463
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447997149778677761
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and these from Alison Hopper and Catherine Edwards: 

 

 

 

 

(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

 

https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447997767536762890
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1447998220605562881
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447989819875921933
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C/status/1447990503224582147
https://twitter.com/AlisonHopperMEI/status/1447990737920987136
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The discussions shown in the sequences of screenshots of tweets reproduced above 

were generated by the host’s first two questions. A popular response to the first question 

was the observation that ‘they [Y7 pupils] are really grateful to be in the classroom with a 

teacher’. Another teacher commented that her Y7 pupils are loving ‘all the new vocabulary 

they are learning in algebra and using it at every opportunity’. 

In response to Alison’s second question (about the maths that pupils have been doing so 

far this term) there were three ‘reports’ that were not within conversations: 

 

 

 

The host’s third question was about communication: 
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In response a teacher reported that she had received … 

 

… and this conversation was generated 
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This reply … 

 

… prompted the host to remind everyone that: 

 

 

 

Alison asked:  

‘What would you like to know – in a practical way – about their (Y7 pupils’) maths?’: 

 

 

 

 

This question about one of the Checkpoints (link provided above) … 
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… prompted this discussion … 

 

 

 

 

… and some other comments: 

‘this could reveal their ability to tackle a problem and their resilience’ 

‘and their ability to distinguish between additive and multiplicative relationships perhaps’ 

‘definitely, and reasoning’ 
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An image of one of the favourite Checkpoints of another teacher was tweeted … 

 

… and prompted this tweet: 

 

 

Alison’s final question was: 

‘What have you brought into KS3 teaching  

as a result of  

knowing more about what your pupils have experienced before?’ 

 

It prompted this conversation … 
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… and these other replies: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


